Summary of the feedback

XertifiX Auditors (23.08.2011)
Main points:

- UPDATE: Reduction of environmental criteria
  Focus instead on main important aspects:
  - Waste
  - Water
  - Energy
  - Ecosystem
- NEW: Security while / after blasting, especially regarding the dust
- NEW: Payment of mandatory social insurances
- Reformulation: In case the employer is providing shelter for the workers, he is responsible for their sanitary facilities and potable water are provided

XertifiX Members (02.09.2011)
Main Point:

- It was less a discussion about the content, but the structure
- The proposal of two stages/labels (basic and plus) was controversially discussed with both, positive and negative reception
- It was decided that the decision should be made by the XertifiX board in a later moment

Importers and Exporters (29.11.2011-28.02.2012)
Main Points:

- The criteria are generally welcomed
- Some small changes are proposed and are included afterwards in the standard
- Some concern is given to the point that the PLUS label is demanding very much. This could be some challenge for some kind of products (e.g. cobbles) or for some kind of production sites (especially small quarries).